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160 00 Prague 6, Czechoslovakia 
A bounded-crossing transducer is defined and it is shown that the family of 
languages generated is equal to the family of languages generated by two-way 
deterministic finite-state transducers. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Rajlich (1972) and Ehrich and Yau (1971) it was shown that deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic f nite-state transducers differ in their generative 
power. This led to a natural question: What particular property makes the 
two-way nondeterministic finite-state transducers more powerful than the 
deterministic ones ? 
This paper shows that the substantial property in this respect is the ability 
of two-way nondeterministic f nite-state transducers to cross from one input 
letter to another without any bound on the number of such crossings. On 
the other hand when we restrict the number of crossings from one input 
letter to another, even for a transducer which has the power of the non- 
deterministic Turing machine on the input, we cannot get a generative power 
greater than that of the deterministic two-way finite-state transducer 
(Theorem 2.1). 
For the basic notation of the paper, see preliminaries of Ginsburg (1966). 
(The only difference here is symbol A used for the empty word.) 
1. DEFINITIONS 
The machine investigated in this paper is the so-called bounded-crossing 
transducer, which is a certain modification of a nondeterministic Turing 
transducer. 
By a nondeterministic Turing transducer we mean a machine, which is 
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basically the standard nondeterministic Turing machine with an output tape 
attached. The output tape is all blanks at the beginning of computation and 
it has one-way print-only head, which computes the output word. 
The machine is formally described by the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let K, X, and Y be infinite sets of symbols called 
states, input symbols, and output symbols, respectively. There is a special symbol 
B ~ X, called blank. 
A configuration is any 4-tuple (p, x, i, w), where p ~ K, x ~ (X -- {B})* and 
w e Y*. The integer i >/ 1 symbolizes the position of the scanning head (it 
is the serial number from the left of the symbol scanned), x contains all 
nonblank symbols of the input tape. 
For x =a l ' ' ' a l~  I~(X-{B})* , le t  us denote x(i) =a i  iff i~  Ix[ ,  
x(i) = B i~ i > I x I. 
A move-rule is a 6-tuple /z =(p,a ,q ,b , j , y ) ,  where p,q~K,  a~X,  
b ~ X --  {B}, y ~ Y*, and j ~ {-- 1, 0, 1}. Integer j symbolizes the move of 
the scanning head. 
For the move-rule /x and configurations U, V, U ~--, V iff there exists 
x ~ (X -- {B})* and z ~ Y* such that U = (p, x, i, z), x(i) = a and either: 
(a) i < Ix] and 
V ~(q, x(i) "-" x(i -- 1) bx(i + 1) "-" x([ x [), i + j ,  zy) or 
(b) i >~ ] x ] and V • (q, x(l) "" x(i - -  1) b, i + j ,  zy). 
Let M be a set of move-rules. Then U ~--M V iff there exists/, ~ M such 
that U ~--~ V. ~---* is the reflexive and transitive closure of ~--M- If 
U0 ~---M U1 V---M "'" U~-I ~-~4 Uk, then and only then U 0 ~--~M U~. 
A nondeterministic Turing transducer (abbreviated ntt) is a triple 
T = (M, s, K1) where M is a finite set of move-rules, s ~ K is a start state, 
and K x is a finite set of states, called accepting states. We denote by KT, XT, 
and YT the finite sets of states, input symbols, and output symbols, respec- 
tively, that are explicitly mentioned in the description of a particular ntt T. 
If  (s, x, 1, ~) ~--* (p, x', I x' I + l, y) withp E K1, then we say x is accepted 
by T and y is generated by T (denoted y ~ T(x)). Then (p, x', f x' ] + 1, y) 
is called an accepting configuration. 
The language accepted (by T) is the set ~'(T) of all words accepted by T. 
The language generated (by T) is the set F(T) of all words generated by T. 
A computation (of T) is any sequence of configurations (U 0 ,..., Urn) such that 
U 0 ~-(s, x, l, h), U~ is an accepting configuration, and Ue-1 ~--m Uk 
(k = 1,..., m). 
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A bounded-crossing transducer is such a ntt, for which there is a limit on 
the number of moves of the scanning head from any fixed input cell to any 
of its neighbors. Formally it is described by the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let C = (U0, U 1 .... , Urn) be a sequence of con- 
figurations such that Ue = (p~, xk, ik, we), where wk+l = wT~ • z~ 
(k ~- 0,..., m). Let g ~ 1 be a fixed integer. Then define the word Pk(C, g) 
and integer Sk(C, g) in the following way: 
(i) ik ~< g, i~+1 ~< g implies Pk(C, g) = zk,  Sk(C, g) = 0, 
(ii) i k > g, ik+l ~< g implies Pk(C, g) = Pk+l, Sly(C, g) = O, 
(iii) i~ ~ g, i~+ 1 > g implies P~(C, g) = zepk+~, SI~(C, g) = 1, 
(iv) ik > g, ik+l > g implies P~(C, g) = A, S~(C, g) = O. 
Then L(C, g) = P0(C, g) ... Pm-I(C, g) is called a left part for C and g. 
Let O( C, g) = 25  -1 S~( C, g), then O( C, g) will be called a crossing constant 
for C and g. 
For g = 0 define also L(C, 0) = P0, S(C, O) = O. 
A bounded-crossing transducer (abbreviated bct) is a ntt T, for which there is 
an integer n, such that for every computation C and for every integer g /> 0, 
O(C, g) <~ n. Then n is called upper bound of T. 
In Hennie (1965) it was shown that languages accepted by bct are regular. 
In this paper we shall concentrate our attention on languages generated. The 
languages generated will be described in terms of two-way deterministic 
finite-state transducers, which are described by the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A two-way deterministic finite-state transducer (abbre- 
viated 2ft) is a ntt F = (M, s, K1) , where M consists only of the move-rules 
of the type (p, a, q, a, j, y) where p ~ K 1 . Furthermore for each configuration 
U there is at most one configuration V such that U ~---M V. 
The relationship of bet and 2ft is partially described by the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. Every 2ft is a bct. 
Proof. Upper bound for 2ft is the number of its states. 
Finally we repeat the basic definition of absolutely parallel grammars 
(Rajlich, 1972). 
DEFINITION 1.4. An absolutely parallel grammar (abbreviated apg) is 
any 4-tuple G = (N, T, S, P) where N and T are disjoint finite sets of 
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symbols, S~N,  and P is a finite set of productions ~r of the form 
(A 1 .... , A~) --~ (yz ,..., Yn) with A~ ~ N and y~ e (N U T)*. (i = 1,..., n, 
n ~ 1). Here N, T, and S are called the nonterminal alphabet, terminal 
alphabet, and start symbol, respectively. 
Then w ~ w' iff w = ulAlu2A 2 ... unAnun+ 1 and w '= ulylu2y 2 "'" 
u~ynun+l, where ui ~ T*. For any set of productions P, w ~v w' iff there 
exists zr ~ P such that w ~ w'. ~*  is the reflexive and transitive closure of 
=~e. If  w o ~p w 1 ~v  ... ~e  wk, then and only then w o =~ w~. 
If  S ~*  w ~ T*, then w is a word derived by G. The language generated 
by an apg G is the set A(G) of all words derived by G. Moreover define 
AZV(G) = {w t S ~*  w}. The family of languages generated by an apg is called 
the family of absolutely parallel languages (apl). 
2. RESULTS 
The main result of the paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. The family of languages generated by bct is equal to the 
family of languages generated by 2ft. 
The proof of the theorem follows with the aid of the following construction 
and lemmas. 
Construction 2.1. Let F = (M, s, K1) be a bet, n be an upper bound 
for F. We shall construct an apg G = (N, T, S, P) such that A(G) = I"(F). 
The general idea is the following: For every move o fF  we have productions 
of P constructed in such a way that for everyL(C, g) where C is a computation 
and g ~/0,  a corresponding word is in AN(G). 
Let us first introduce formal definitions; intuitive comment follows. 
Without loss of generality we can assume Xv ,  YF, and KF are mutually 
disjoint. Let S be a new symbol. Then let T = Yv ,  N = Xv u Kv u {S} 
and P will be constructed with the aid of the following sets: (p~, q~ range 
over K~ (k = 1,..., m + 1), b, c range over Xr): 
1)1 = {S --+ bcs l b, c ~ Xv}, 
P~ = {(b, p~, q~ ,..., e, p~ , qj ,..., Pro, q,~ , P,~+~) 
(b, p, , ql ..... ~, ypj' q/c' q/, q~ ,..., p~ , q~ , p~+~) I 
(p j , c ,p / , c ' ,  1 ,y )~M,q /cKp ,m ~2n,  1 ~<j ~<m + 1}, 
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Pz = {(b, P l ,  ql ..... c, p~-, qj ,..., p~,  q~, p~+a) --+ 
(b, pl  , q~ ,..., A, yc 'p j ,  qj ..... P~ , q,n , P~+~) 1 
(p j ,  c ,p / ,  c', O ,y )~M,  m ~ 2n, 1 ~ j  <~ m + 1}, 
P ,  = {(b, p~,  ql ,..-, c, p j ,  qj .... , p~,  q~,  p,~+~) - , -  
(b, p l ,  ql ,-.-, a, y,  c', .... P,,,, qm, Pro+l) I 
(Ps, c, qs, c', - -1 ,y )  6M,  m ~ 2n, 1 ~ j  ~ m}, 
P~ = {(b, p~,  q, .... , p ,~,  qm,  ~, pm+~) -+ 
(b, Pl , ql , '", P~ , q,~ , 3`, YP'~+I c') [ 
t * 
(P~+I,  c, P~+I,  c ,  1, y) ~ M,  m < n}, 
P6 = {(b, p~, ql ..... P~,  q~,  Pm+~, c) ---> 
(db, p~ , ql ..... Pro, qm , Pro+l, 3`) I 
d~X F --{B}, b~ Xv  , m < n}, 
P7 = {(B, p l ,  ql .... , P~,  qm, P~+t, c) ---> 
(BB,  p~, ql ,..., P,,~, qm, P~+I, A) I m < n} 
Ps = {(B, B, p) -+ (3`, 3,, 3,) I P ~ K~}. 
Then P = [.)s 1P i .  
Let us comment briefly on the construction of P. 
The set/°1 serves to introduce all possible bcL(C, 0), where b, c ~ Xv .  
From a word of the type bcL(C, g) a new word of the type dbL(C, g + 1) 
is derived by rules of P2-PT,  where c, b, and d are (g + 1)st, (g + 2)nd, 
and (g + 3)rd symbol of the input word, respectively. 
Each production of P~, Pa,  and P4 represents one move-rule of F with 
the scanning head moving to the right, static, and moving to the left, respec- 
tively. Generally one move-rule may be represented by several productions. 
The move-rule always has c as its original input symbol and pj as its original 
state. Wherever the scanning head moves to the right (set P2), we make a 
guess what state the finite control is going to be inwhile returning(represented 
by the state q/). Whenever the scanning head moves to the left (set Pa), the 
two states p~, qj must be chained together by one move-rule, and hence we 
verify the correctness of the guesses previously made. 
Aplying productions of P2, Pa,  and P4, we progress from the left to the 
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right. In this way we keep the track of the changing input symbol c. To each 
state of bcL(C,g) we "add" one or more move-rules. Note that L(C,g) 
contains up to 2n -- 1 state symbols (n is the upper bound). However using 
productions of P2 ~3/)3 t3 P~ the number of state symbols can expand up to 
approximately twice that number because the word under consideration 
consists partially of L(C,g) (the right part) and partially of L(C,g 4-1) 
(the left part). 
The last move-rule by which F is finally leaving th input symbol and will 
never return is symbolized by a production of P~. Then by a production of 
P6 L//)7 we get the required dbL(C, g 4- 1). Once we have introduced blank 
input symbol/3, we cannot introduce any other (productions of/)7). However 
note that Definition 1.2 allows also the originally blank symbols to be crossed 
up to n times by F. 
The whole process then ends after the only remaining nonterminal symbols 
are blanks and an accepting state. They are erased by a production of P7 • 
The following two lemmas verify the Construction 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. A(G) D F(F). 
Proof. The lemma is proved with the aid of the following statement: 
(1) For every computation C and for eachg/> 0, x(g + 2) • x(g + 1) • 
L(C, g) ~ A2V(G). (x is the input word). 
Proof of the statement is by induction on g. We use the fact that O(C, g), 
O(C, g + 1) ~< n. 
For the proof of the lemma, let w ~ F(F). Then there exists u ~ XF* such 
that (s, u, 0, )~) ~--~ (r, u', [ u' I 4- 1, w), r ~ K 1 . Hence there exists a com- 
putation C such that L(C, [ u' [) = w • r and by (1), B • B • w • r ~AN(G). 
By P7 we have w ~ AS(G), simultaneously w ~ T* and this gives w ~ A(G) 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. A(G) C F(F). 
Proof. The lemma is proved with the aid of the following statement: 
(2) Let S ~Je bWlPlql "'" wkcpkqk "'" Wm+lPm+I, where b, c a X F, 
wh ~ Ye*, Ph , qa ~ KF (h = 1,..., m + 1). Then there exist configurations 
U o = (s, x0,1, )t) 
U1 = (Pl ,  xl ,  i 4- 1, wl) 
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U2k-2 = (q1~-1, x~-l , i, h) 
U~- i  = (Pk,  x~, i + 1, wk) 
U2~ = (q~, x~, i, h) 
U2k+~ = (P~+l, xk+~, i - 1, Z) 
U2m = (qm,xm, i - -  1,A) 
such that U2g ~---* U2g+l (g = 0,..., m) and [ xi~ ] --  --  [Xm+l I = i - -  1. 
Proof of the statement is by induction on j. 
For the proof of the lemma, let S ~*  wa T*, then S 3"  B • B • w • r 
where r ~ K1. Then by (2), there exists x a X* such that (s, x, 1, ;~) ~--* 
(r, x l ,  ] x 1 ] + 1, w) where r ~ Ks,  hence w ~ F(F). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. In Construction 2.1 and Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we 
have proved that for every bct there is an apg G such that A(G) =/ ' (F ) .  In 
Rajlich (1972) it was proved that the family of languages generated by 2ft 
is equal to the family of apl. Lemma 1.1 completes the proof. 
Note, however, that 2ft and bct differ as mappings; 2ft generates at most 
one output word to one input word, while bct can generate more different 
words to one input. 
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